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The Communicator
Emphasis on Community at the CLC
Greetings and welcome to the
start of another school year!
Research in adult basic skills education and shows that one of the
major factors that influences persistence and retention is a sense
of community students feel at their
school and in their classes. I am
proud to report that our data (see
Annual Report on pages 2 - 5)
shows that we continue to be effective at building positive supports for our students, as we have
a fairly consistent 80% persistence rate from term by term.
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Student success starts with the teacher, as President
Barack Obama put it: “From the moment students enter
a school, the most important factor in their success is
not the color of their skin or the income of their parents.
It’s the person standing at the front of the classroom” (March 10, 2010), and it is part of our role as instructors to build a community of learners.

In this issue of The Communicator, read about how
noncredit ESL students do feel part of a larger commuWriting Center
14
nity here at the CLC and give back by volunteering, how
instructors incorporate motivating rewards systems and
project-based writing assignments, Ruth Gay’s specific outline for creating community in the classroom, and Eli Clarke’s discussion of the use of social media for helping students stay connected
with each other as an online community and with our department. Finally, read updates and insights from representatives of the support services we offer at the CLC, including library, academic
tutoring, and the Writing Center .

Academic Support Center

13

Have a great Fall!
Kristi Reyes, Noncredit ESL Department Chair
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CHAIR NEWS

Inside Story Headline

By Kristi Reyes, Noncredit ESL Department Chair

2011-2012 Annual Report
End of Year Persistence and Promotion Data
Term 1

Promotion %

Persistence %

Morning ESL Classes

49%

82% (17% perfect attendance)

Evening ESL Classes

36%

80% (11% perfect attendance)

Term 2

Promotion %

Persistence %

Morning ESL Classes

53%

85 % (14% perfect attendance)

Evening ESL Classes

50%

78% (8% perfect attendance)

Term 3

Promotion %

Persistence %

Morning ESL Classes

41%

81% (11% perfect attendance)

Evening ESL Classes

28%

76% (8% perfect attendance)

Term 4

Promotion %

Persistence %

Morning ESL Classes

56%

78% (11% perfect attendance)

Evening ESL Classes

41%

79% (8% perfect attendance)

Our overall persistence rate for 2011-2012 was 80% and the promotion rate was 44%. This marks our
ninth year to attain persistence rates at or very close to 80% with almost half of our students being
promoted to the next level every eight weeks. As always, students in the beginning levels are promoted more frequently than students in the higher levels. Additionally, 11% of our students had perfect
attendance.
CAAL (The Council for Advancement of Adult Literacy) recently produced a paper titled “A Time of
Scarce Resources: Near Term Priorities in Adult Education.” The report summarizes a survey of over
24 adult education administrators, literacy leaders, and practitioners who provided in-depth answers
to a series of questions about highest priority next steps for adult education in this time of scarce fiscal resources. In a summary of survey findings, the report stated:
By far the strongest, clearest, and most actionable recommendation was that the dominant instructional model in adult education programs should undergo a major change. At present, the dominant
model is open-entry/open-exit classes which meet 3-4 hours per week. Almost all of the respondents
advocated that the dominant model should become managed enrollment classes that are “high intensity” in the sense that they meet many more hours per week.
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Our data confirm the strength of this recommendation.
Open-entry classes and off-site classes continue to average a 70 + percentage persistence rate. Additionally, we honored 51 new citizens at our seventh annual citizenship celebration. These students
successfully completed our rigorous citizenship program and became United States citizens.

More EOY Data
FTES/CASAS Assessment Benchmark Data over Eight Years
2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008 -09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

466

498

477

506

492

469

482

437

371

1416

1651

1637

1616

1888

1723

1711

1566

1328

This year we experienced a 15% decrease in reported hours of attendance compared to 2010 – 2011.
As the chart indicates, this is our lowest FTES in nine years, and we continue to experience lower attendance hours since our highest year in 2006 – 2007. There is a corresponding decrease in benchmarks the economy and scarcity of jobs combined with stricter immigration policies account for the
drop in attendance hours. As you will see below, the highest reason students drop or stop out of our
program is schedule changes, with many students reporting, in these difficult economic times, they
must work additional hours to support themselves and their families.
Our data for student persistence and promotions document that we are meeting our students’ educational needs and helping them prepare for academic and career success.
California 2011 – 2012 Performance Goals Compared to MiraCosta Noncredit ESL
Performance Goals
Levels

California 2011 – 2012
Performance Goals

MiraCosta Noncredit
ESL (all enrollees)

MiraCosta Noncredit ESL
(against enrollees
with pre & post
results)

Beginning Literacy
(Level 1)
ESL Beginning Low
(Level 2)
ESL Beginning High
(Level 3)
ESL Intermediate Low
(Level 4)
ESL Intermediate High
(Level 5)
ESL Advanced Low
(Levels 6 and 7)

63%

N/A

N/A

63%

77%

95%

59%

57%

73%

53%

53%

68%

48%

51%

65%

23%

33%

45%

We exceeded California performance goals for all noncredit ESL levels with students who had both
pre and post test scores and all levels except Beginning High among all students. The percentage of
students who made a significant gain in reading (five points for beginning students and three points for
intermediate and advanced students) was 65%.
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Drop out/Stop Out Percentages and Reasons
Thanks to our instructional aides, we document the reasons students leave the program. The major
reasons are listed below.
Scheduling Problems

30%

Unknown

21%

Got a job/better job

13%

Personal

13% (main comment health issues)

Family Problems

13% (main comment child care issues)

The primary reason cited by students for scheduling problems was increased work hours. In these difficult economic times, many students reported they are working increased hours to make the same salary they previously earned.

Demographics
Female

62%

Male

38%

Spanish speaking

81%

Other major languages spoken by our students are Farsi, Chinese, Vietnamese, Russian, Korean, Tagalog and Cambodian.
Of our student population, 40% continue to be 22 – 39 years of age;1.5% are less than 18 years old,
and almost 2% are 70+ years old. The educational levels break down as follows: 10% of our students
have had less than six years of education in their country and 20% have studied at least 12 years.
These data are consistent with previous years’ demographic data.

SLO DATA: 2008 – 2012 FOUR-YEAR SUMMARY REPORT
Student Learning Outcomes

Assessments

2008 – 09
% passed
96%

2009 – 10
% passed
N/A

2010 – 11
% passed
100%

2011 – 12
% passed
83%

LEVEL 1
Listening/Speaking
• Identify a limited range of words and
phrases drawn from familiar material.
• Demonstrate the ability to engage in very
limited social conversations using familiar
English words and supported by gestures
to express basic survival needs.
Reading
• Interpret simple sentences from previously learned vocabulary by recognizing
and demonstrating understanding of basic
vocabulary.
Writing
• Produce simple sentences using a limited number of basic words and phrases
and complete very simple forms.

• Interview

CASAS
Level A

72%

N/A

N/A

N/A*

• Chart
• Application
• Dictation
• Goal Paragraph

90%

94%

95%

88%
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LEVEL 2
Listening/Speaking
• Recognize frequently used words, phrases
and questions in familiar contexts.
• Demonstrate the ability to engage in limited
social conversations to communicate basic
survival needs.
Reading
• Construct meaning from simplified print
materials on familiar topics.
Writing
• Produce simple sentences in paragraph
format and complete simple forms.

LEVEL 3
Listening/Speaking
• Demonstrate comprehension of simplified
spoken English and simple conversations.
• Describe basic needs and relate common
activities using clarification strategies when
appropriate.
Reading
• Construct meaning from simplified print
materials on familiar topics.
Writing
• Produce sentences to form a paragraph
and complete forms requiring some detail.
LEVEL 4
Listening/Speaking
• Recognize spoken English containing
some unfamiliar words about mostly familiar
topics.
• Demonstrate the ability to engage in conversations beyond survival needs and
demonstrate clarification strategies.
Reading
• Construct meaning from print materials on
familiar and unfamiliar topics.
Writing
• Produce messages, notes and related sentences in a paragraph format on personal
topics and complete increasingly difficult
authentic forms.
LEVEL 5
Listening/Speaking
• Interpret essential points of discussions or
speeches on selected topics.
• Demonstrate the ability to engage in conversations on a variety of familiar topics.
Reading
• Use contextual clues to interpret meaning
and draw conclusions from authentic materials on everyday subjects.
Writing
• Convey meaning by writing a descriptive
and/or narrative paragraph, or formal or informal letters and messages and complete a
variety of forms with limited assistance.

• Interview

84%

90%

100%

87%

CASAS
Level B

73%

66%

59%

95%*

• Chart
• Application
• Dictation
• Goal Paragraph
• Note
• Interview

74%

85%

95%

97%

88%

89%

92%

78%

CASAS
Level B

52%*

60%

59%

73%

• Dictation
• Goal Paragraph
• Note
• Interview

88%

93%

87%

83%

84%

83%

79%

79%

CASAS
Level B

52%*

52%

53%

68%

• Chart
• Application
• Dictation
• Paragraph
• Letter
• Interview

91%

74%

85%

90%

91%

82%

89%

85%

CASAS
Level C

53%

48%

54%

65%

• Chart
• Application
• Dictation
• Paragraph
• Letter

91%

83%

89%

91%
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LEVEL 6
Listening/Speaking
• Interpret a majority of speech from a variety
of sources.
• Discuss a variety of topics with increasing
fluency and control of more complex grammatical patterns.
Reading
• Infer meaning from various types of authentic materials including fiction narrations and
factual matter.
Writing
• Compose a descriptive, narrative, and/or
expository paragraphs, formal and informal
letters, and complete authentic forms.
LEVEL 7
Listening/Speaking
• Identify key information in a variety of formal
and informal media presentations.
• Demonstrate the ability to communicate
fluently in informal and formal conversations
and presentations.
• Interpret meaning from a variety of authentic readings in identified areas of interest.
• Compose well organized, coherent paragraph (s) with appropriate detail and sentence variety.

• Interview

91%

91%

77%

85%

CASAS
Level C

26%

28%

27%

45%**

• Chart
• Application
• Dictation
• Portfolio
• Letter
• Interview

70%

79%

86%

91%

92%

90%

90%

87%

CASAS
Level D
• Application
• Dictation
• Portfolio

26%

28%

27%

45%**

64%

88%

72%

89%

* Our program does not have any students that have reading scores in the Beginning Literacy range
as provided by federal NRS (National Reporting System) guidelines.
** The reading assessment data are not broken out for our program levels 6 and 7.
We exceeded or matched the passing percentages (80%) in all categories except two: Level 4 listening/speaking(79%) and Level 3 listening/speaking (78%). All reading percentages exceed California
Performance Goals for all four years for students with both a pre / posttest. We continue to increase
the number of paragraphs and portfolio assessments that are group read and scored at intermediate
and advanced levels. We have also successfully involved beginning level instructors in producing
generative writing samples that are scored using standardized rubrics. Since writing is a major skill
needed to transition to post secondary and career education, these assessments are critical for developing our students’ writing ability. For the first time, all ESL levels are meeting or exceeding the 80%
writing benchmark.

Save the Dates: Career Learning, Professional Development, and Networking
Opportunities for Teachers and Students
The Community Learning Center Beach Clean-Up Service Learning Event will be held on the morning of
Saturday, Sept.15. Students, faculty, and family members are encouraged to volunteer. For more information, contact Angela Webster.
The San Diego Regional CATESOL Conference will be held on Saturday, Oct. 20, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Southwestern College in Chula Vista. For more information, see the regional conferences Web site.
The 6th Annual Career and Technical Education Expo will be held in the Community Room at the CLC on
Thursday, Nov. 8, 9 to 11:30 a.m. Departments from MiraCosta College credit certificate programs will
have representatives to provide information and answer questions. To prepare students for the event, it
may be helpful to teach them useful terminology (unit, prerequisites, etc.) and to maximize student participation, send your class to the expo with an assignment, such as a questionnaire to fill out or a scavenger
hunt.
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Summer Wrap-Up: Noncredit ESL Wins Award, Students Give Back

Agency Honored with 9th CASAS Promising Practices Award
In the May edition of the newsletter, we announced that because of Lynn Morgan’s teaching
and assessment of her students using the EL Civics module on Nutrition, our agency had been
nominated for a CASAS EL Civics Promising Practices Award. We are proud to announce that
thanks to Lynn’s efforts, our agency won the award and received recognition and a plaque,
which can be viewed in the staff room at the CLC, during the CASAS Summer Institute. This is
MiraCosta's 9th Promising Practice Agency Award since the awards program began. CASAS
awarded 12 Promising Practice Awards and two Making a Difference Awards. Congratulations!

Ruth Gay, Jayne Bernasconi, Lynn Morgan, and Dr. Patricia Terry, Administrator of the Adult
Education Unit, California Department of Education, pose while accepting MiraCosta’s
Promising Practices Award for instruction and assessment of the EL Civics Nutrition Unit

MiraCosta Community College District: Nutrition Module
MiraCosta's Low Intermediate ESL class successfully used the EL Civics
Nutrition Unit to learn about health eating and used this knowledge to encourage
their families, school and community to make better nutritional choices. Students
created family meal plans, identified deficiencies in their own diets and even
advocated for healthier snack options Community Learning Center.
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Noncredit ESL Students Volunteer Time and Skills in Classes
During the summer, two former and one current noncredit ESL students approached instructors
about volunteering to help out in classes. Ana Pitaressi, from the morning Level 6 class, volunteered in Ellen Fatseas’ evening Level 1 class, and former students Jimmy Gutierrez and Obed
Godinez offered their skills in assisting students in Debbie Hanley’s evening Level 5 class.
Ellen wrote of the experience, “From all of us in the Level
1 ESL evening class, Ana has been a star volunteer in my
Level 1 evening class. She is very dedicated to helping
new English speakers. Ana hails from Brazil and asked
for this assignment. She is multi-lingual and very capable.” Ellen continues, “My students responded enthusiastically to her warm personality. She volunteered two
nights a week with a big smile on her face as she greeted
them. During the last week her big question was, ‘Can I
work with you and your class in the fall Term 1? I love to
do this!’” Ana is currently working again this term with Ellen, providing a valuable helping hand while increasing
her confidence at the same time.

Level 6 student Ana Pitaressi assists
beginning level instructor Ellen Fatseas

Debbie asked one of her volunteer students, Obed, to
sum up the experience, and he wrote, "Volunteering
means spending some of my time helping others. But it
can also help me to learn something new. I enjoyed helping students with grammar, spelling and how to create a
paragraph. I feel so grateful for this opportunity to be volunteering in Debbie's level 5 class."

Volunteer Ana Pitaressi helps student with pronunciation
of words in dialog

Volunteer Obed Godinez helps a Level 5 student with
writing
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Summer Projects Motivate and Promote Success
Beginning Students Go for the Gold,
Coinciding with Summer Olympics
Submitted by Angela Webster

As a review of all the listening, speaking, reading and grammar activities we covered in the
summer, students in our Level 2 class were given the opportunity to participate in the Level 2
2012 Summer Academic Olympics. They were
given ten activities, which included listening,
speaking, reading and/or grammar components. They had to choose three of the activities
and finish them by a given due date within a
two-week period. A score of 100% in an activity
was GOLD, 80% - 99% was SILVER, and 70 79% was BRONZE. All of the students that participated received GOLD in each of the three
activities they chose. The "Ceremony" and giving out of the GOLD, SILVER and BRONZE
prizes/certificates were part of our last class
meeting.

Abdul Nasser Jamal, Maria Hernandez, Valentina Kotenko, Farideh
Amirnovin, Joanne Chou, Esperanza Sanchez, Juliana Hernandez,
Sandra R. Morales, Maria G. Hernandez, Elena Sakhranov, Rogelio
Villanueva, Epifanio R. Cordero, Rosaura Olivera, Instructor Angela

VESL Students’ Writing Published in Educational Newspaper
Submitted by Jose Lopez Mercedes
After conducting a needs assessment and having students identify their goals for the summer term, I
discovered that the majority of the students wanted to improve their writing. The first thing that came to
my mind was to incorporate poetry and technology as media for students to produce creative writing.
Upon review of the students’ writing samples, I noticed that the students needed to
spice up their writing by incorporating more
adjectives and adverbs. We reviewed these
Overall, students had the opportunity
two grammar points and after the lesson students worked by themselves. They were
to engage in a fun writing experience,
given a poem template,“I Am Poem” in which
they needed to describe themselves, an inbut more importantly they felt proud of
animate object or any living form. After writing their poems, the students were instructed
producing and publishing their writing
to publish their work by either creating video
projects that will be cherished with
or a PowerPoint Presentation. The final
product of the project was outstanding since
family and friends.
students were able to express their feelings
and emotions and ultimately produce some
writing. Finally, the students presented their
projects in front of the class. See samples
online. Furthermore, at the end of the term, we transitioned from guided writing practice to independent
writing. To illustrate, students were given the writing prompt to describe an important event in their lives
or someone whom they admired. Two students’ stories, Aoi Bennett’s and Buyang Chen’s, were published at the Easy English Times this past July. Read Buyang’s story online.
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RUTH’S REFLECTIONS
By Ruth Gay, Noncredit ESL Instructor

Methods for Building Strong Learner Communities in Our Classes
Throughout the summer and into the start of the new school year, the theme of building community in
the classroom has been on the forefront of my mind. During the summer, I transitioned from teacher to
student, and it was interesting to observe how a small group of students from various corners of the
classroom came together to form a cohesive unit that is attempting to be deliberate about staying in
touch. In this class, the instructor created a relaxed, stress-free atmosphere that seemed to allow community to instinctively ignite, but beyond that, there was no methodical community-building endeavor.
The topic of community building continued for me into our Flex week when I participated in a workshop
that allowed MCC instructors from various disciplines to share how they encourage community in their
classrooms. Methods varied along the spectrum from what seemed to be spontaneous combustion of
communities to deliberate group development. In the remainder of this article, I will share what I
learned in the Flex workshop and have learned throughout my years of teaching. I will attempt to list
the strategies from least to most deliberate.


Be relaxed and therefore create a relaxed environment in your classroom. In my summer class, it
was clear to see that our instructor enjoyed his subject and had fun with it, and that attitude of fun
spread to us.



Treat students like the adults they are. Allow them to sit wherever and with whomever they please,
but provide opportunities for them to interact with other classmates.



Involve learners in problem solving. Students may be assigned certain roles that would help the
class run more smoothly. For instance, it could be one student’s responsibility to remind their classmates to turn off their cell phones at the beginning of class.



Encourage students to exchange contact information. This can be accomplished by dedicating a
small section of your syllabus to this purpose.



Learn students’ names quickly and check from time to time to make sure that they know each other’s names.



Plan an activity that allows learners to introduce themselves to their classmates by the end of the
first week or throughout the term/semester.



Encourage group work. Rearranging desks so that students are sitting in groups and creating lessons where learners need to share information in order to successfully finish will do this.



In language classes like ours, we can teach language associated with successful group work.



Contact students before the class begins to welcome them to your class and let them know you
look forward to meeting them.



Create team projects that cause students to need to meet outside the classroom to complete.



Create a sense of accountability so that learners feel responsible for each other’s success.

I hope that you find this short list of ideas helpful, and I wish you classrooms of strong learner communities.
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TECH TALK
By Eli Clarke, Noncredit ESL Instructor

Refer Students to “Friend Us” — Noncredit ESL — on Facebook
In an effort to continue to keep in touch with our students, and also to see their progress after
they finish our program, we have decided to create a Facebook account. Weekly, I will try to
post pictures, messages, reminders, and useful websites for our students. If you have any
information you would like to share with our community, please feel free to drop me an email.
You can also contact Ruth Gay or Kristi Reyes, our two other Facebook site administrators.
If you do any activities with your students and
would like to post the pictures on the Facebook
account, also, please send them our way.
So far, we have more than 150 friends, and
thanks to this tool, we know that about 10% of
them are enrolled at MiraCosta College taking
credit classes. Yeah!!

Noncredit ESL at MiraCosta has
more than 150 friends, and
thanks to this tool, we know
that about 10% of them are
enrolled at MiraCosta College

taking credit classes.
We would appreciate your efforts to invite the
students to join our account. We will post the
Facebook logo below in every classroom, so please refer your students. If you don’t have a
logo, or would like to request an additional one, email me at eclarke@miracosta.edu.
Thanks and have a great semester!
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LIBRARY NEWS
By Richard Ma, Community Learning Center Librarian

CLC Library Services Expand: More Hours, New Faces, Same Great Service
Welcome back to another great year at the CLC!
Library service hours will be expanded this year to include a regular night shift. As always, we
are happy to assist students with their research and information literacy needs. Please feel free
to contact us if you ever want an orientation in your class on a library resource, such as exploring a database, getting an overview of what the library offers our CLC students, and/or direct assistance with a research assignment. We are willing to help! Please invite us into your classes.
Joining us at the CLC this semester will be Glorian Sipman. Glorian is
our Technical Services Librarian and has been based at the
Oceanside East Campus for 11 years. In addition to reference, instruction, and cataloging responsibilities, Glorian is responsible for selecting new books for the collection. So if there is a book you'd like
the Library to order, feel free to stop by the CLC Academic Support
Center on Thursday mornings and let Glorian know. She can also be
reached at gsipman@miracosta.edu.
Technical Services Librarian

Alexandra Doyle Bauer will also be joining us. She is a
recent graduate from San Jose State University, where
she received her Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science. She enjoys all aspects of being an educator and is excited to begin her career at MiraCosta
College. As for her own to librarianship, she was a reentry student. After several years of working in both the
clothing and vitamin fields, she was compelled to return
to school to finish her degree. She began at MiraCosta Evening CLC Librarian Alexandra Doyle Bauer
College, earning an AA degree. She looks forward to
serving the CLC during her Wednesday evening shifts from 5 pm to 8 pm.
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ACADEMIC SUPPORT CENTER
By Lily Mara, CLC Academic Support Center tutor

Students’ Academics
Supported by Range of
Tutoring Services
Welcome to a new term at the Community Learning Center from all of
our tutors! It may still be early in the
semester, but chances are, students
are getting a glimpse at the workload
and difficulty of their class choices. If
they themselves feeling lost or confused, the tutors at the CLC are dedicated to helping them along their educational paths by explaining the information to them in a way that best
suits their needs.
We provide flexible hours to accomMorning tutor Lily Mara welcomes students to the Academic Support
modate students’ work and school
schedules, including morning hours Center at the CLC
(9am-12pm) and evening hours
(4pm-9pm). Our services are easily located in the Academic Support Center, across from the
front desk in the CLC lobby. We provide tutoring for noncredit courses at the CLC including:



ESL (and conversation practice)
Citizenship

In addition to these courses we also provide a variety of help in




Study skills
Blackboard use and setup
Basic computer help

Want to know the BEST PART about tutoring? IT’S 100% FREE TO STUDENTS! So refer students to stop in when they have time, to both let find out how we can help them and let us
know how we can help them! (760) 795-8724.
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THE WRITING CENTER
By Denise Stephenson, MiraCosta College Writing Center Director

Lessons Learned on Sabbatical: What It Means to be Overwhelmed by Writing
When I wrote my sabbatical proposal I was terrified. I promised to write 100 pages of fiction. I’d never written more than 5-7 pages of a short story or monolog. But that was the point, to write more than I have in the
past and to do it in a genre that was unfamiliar or uncomfortable for me. After all, that’s what almost every
assignment is for our students.
When a non-native speaker just learning English is asked to
When a non-native speaker just
write a sentence, complete with punctuation and capital letlearning English is asked to write a
ters, it’s scary. When another English as a Second Language
sentence, complete with punctuation
speaker is given an assignment to write a paragraph about
and capital letters, it’s scary….
her home country, she has so much too say, but so few
words to say it in. When an adult high school student is asked
Our students encounter new writing
to write a three page paper on American history, he can’t figchallenges
in every class they take. I
ure out how to write what he knows and how to keep it sepaneeded to remember what that felt like.
rate from what he found in his research. Our students encounter new writing challenges in every class they take. I
Did I say it felt frightening?
needed to remember what that felt like. Did I say it felt frightening? Overwhelming? Daunting?
The best thing I learned was how to overcome fear by looking away. That may sound strange, but when
overwhelmed, it’s easier to do something small, something that might seem slightly off-task. There’s less
chance of failure that way and more chance of progress.
I was reminded that the process is iterative—it’s never a straight line between an assignment and a product. I started with research, but I also researched throughout the process. I would write and reread and
talk to people and revise and research and revise and throw pages away and write… We often teach students a rather lock-step process. While that’s a useful starting place, I’m not sure we emphasize that it’s
only that, a list of possibilities that alter as the writing develops.
Part of the iterative nature, I sought feedback of various amounts and types from weeks two until the
present moment with a finished draft. I learned firsthand that feedback needs to be tied to the stage of
writing. When I received a close reading with detailed feedback early in the process, it was useless to
me as a writer because I needed larger questions answered first. Someone else asked only questions
tied directly to the characters and storyline which was very helpful. Not addressing perceived problems
as asking interested questions. And most importantly, I needed praise. While critical and specific comments are essential in feedback, without praise, a writer can’t necessarily hear it. A writer needs praise
to continue to work through the overwhelming unknown that is, well, writing.
What did I accomplish? Surprisingly, I wrote a 450 page novel—Isolation. You might think that means it
was easy. It wasn’t. In fact I wrote right up until the day I had to return to campus, finishing with only
hours to spare. I worked that hard because I know that in my day-to-day work life there are so many
details to keep track of and so many ways to become exhausted, that I didn’t want my manuscript to
lay around incomplete. This too taught me something. Life keeps us very busy in the 21st Century.
Many times our students find it difficult to put together the focused time it takes to write well. I’m not
sure we can alleviate that, but our awareness of it will help us encourage them to meet the challenges
we set before them when we ask them to write for our classes.

